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The first of its kind, this volume presents research-based fictionalized case studies from experts
in the field of dance education, examining theory and practice developed from real-world
scenarios that call for ethical decision-making. Dilemmas faced by dance educators in the
studio, on stage, in recreation centers and correctional facilities, and on social media are
explored, accompanied by activities for humanizing dance pedagogy.These challenges
converge from educational policies and mandates developed over the past two decades,
including teacher-proof "scripted" curriculum, high-stakes testing, standardization, and methods-
centered teacher preparation; difficulties are often perpetuated by those who want to make
change happen but do not know how.

"Ethical Dilemmas in Dance Education: Case Studies on Humanizing Dance Pedagogy is a vital
resource for teachers that spans various settings and contexts for dance education.... The book
beckons each of us teaching in the field to recommit to personal pedagogies that humanize both
the teaching and learning of dance." -- Christi Camper Moore, The Journal of Dance
EducationEthical Dilemmas in Dance Education: Case studies on Humanizing Dance Pedagogy
brings together a collection of fictionalised case studies with a brilliance that sets this book
aside. A noteworthy accomplishment and important text that promises to be of interest and
significance to dance pedagogues, practitioners, teachers and scholars alike. -- Wendy M.
Timmons, Research in Dance Education --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorDoug Risner is professor of dance and distinguished faculty fellow at Wayne State
University in Detroit, Michigan.Karen Schupp is associate professor and assistant director of
dance in the Herberger Institute School of Film, Dance and Theatre at Arizona State University.
She conducts research on innovative pedagogical practices and curricula in postsecondary
dance education and dance competition culture. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Hannah Mergi, “Well written. Well written. Pertinent perspectives.”

The book by Doug Risner has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 7 people have provided feedback.
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